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AWOL Vision’s motorized tray let’s you get the best
image possible, even from a slim TV bench standing right
next to the wall! It syncs with your projector's power,
saving you time and hassle of handling the motorized
tray manually. With durable aluminum alloy construction
and a quiet, smooth sliding process, this slider ensures
the perfect projection every time. Mount it either to the
wall or your TV cabinet, and release the full power of
your UST, even those from other brands!

Project up to 120" with the TV-bench close to the wall
The IC-A120 Motorized Slider Tray is designed to save space and extend your ultra-short distance projection image up
to 120" + for your AWOL Vision UST. No more worrying about the depth of your TV cabinet. It is also compatible with
other UST projector brands, although the maximum image may vary for different brands.

Get the perfect projection every time
No app or complicated operation is required, and you can easily set the distance you want. Wait 30 seconds, and the
slider remembers the last set position.

Synchronises with the projector's power on/off
When the slider is connected to the projector with a signal cable, it automatically switches off when the projector is
turned on and back when turned off.

Durable and quiet
Aluminum alloy and high load capacity of up to 20kg ensure that the slider keeps your UST projector stable at all times.
With the advanced brushless motor, the entire sliding process is smooth and quiet.

Two installation options
You can choose whether to attach the slider to your TV cabinet or to the wall.
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Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 0850025255202

Manufacturer number: IC-A120

Product weight: 9.8 kilograms
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